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The simple air dry method described here is all 
you need to do after each use to keep your 
VocalMist clean and working well.

If the inside of your VocalMist cup becomes 
visibly dirty, please refrain from use and 
message us at support@myvocalmist.com for 
more involved disinfection instructions.

Do not remove the cup from the device unless 
directed to by our troubleshooting steps, as 
this may shorten the lifetime of your device.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food 
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to 

diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Add VocalMist Hydration Formula 
(Isotonic Saline) to your nebulizer. Please 
do not exceed the max volume indicator.

Rotate the mask/mouthpiece to 
loosen, and then remove from 
device.

Open the saline cup and 
empty all remaining liquid. 

Keep saline cup open to let nebulizer air 
dry completely after each use. Do not 
store liquid in nebulizer when not in use.

If purchased, store your VocalMist safely 
in your VocalMist Carrying Case between 
uses. 

Your case has a dedicated slot for your 
grey cap, so the VocalMist can remain 
open and dry while in the case.

Reattach cap, and connect either the 
mask or mouthpiece.

Tap the green button to start nebulizing.

Use with mouthpiece for direct vocal 
fold hydration, or use with mask for 
treatment of both throat and sinuses.
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IMPORTANT

AFTER EACH USE

OPERATING STEPS

Following the arrows on top of the 
VocalMist, rotate the grey saline cup cap 
counterclockwise to open.

VocalMist Portable Nebulizer is to be used with 
VocalMist Hydration Formula ONLY (sterile 
Isotonic Saline 0.9% NaCl).
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Please do not use distilled water, tap/Spring 
water, or oil substances for nebulization.
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Please empty and allow the VocalMist to air 
dry after each use.
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Please keep the exterior of the device, saline 
cup and accessories dry.
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Please do NOT touch the nebulizing mesh 
(inside the nozzle) with fingers, hard objects, or 
soft objects.
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